For reverse engineering or infringement avoiding design, designers have to access relevant patents efficiently and accurately based on a specific patent (referred to "the target patent" below) in hand. A retrieval method based on a single patent is proposed. A batch of patents (referred to "the preliminary patents" below) is obtained by the keywords retrieval and retrieved again using the target patent. Then the most similar patents to the target patent are acquired by similarity calculation and sorted by the values. The effect of keyword form and its location on the similarity calculation is considered. The efficiency and accuracy of the improved algorithm are verified by tests.
INTRODUCTION
The patent is a kind of technical document with novelty, creativity and practicality, which contains the latest research results in various fields [1] . The R&D cycle and expenditures would be improved significantly by making full use of the information in patents. However, the number of patents is large and increases the difficulty of patent retrieval. Therefore, it is of great significance to study the efficient patent retrieval method.
The main patent retrieval methods at present are keywords and the International Patent Classification (IPC) [2] . The retrieval based on IPC uses the serial number generated by the patent document classification according to the subject of the patent, while keywords are based on the string matching. Both methods are simple but inefficient. Only a small part of the patents in the retrieval results are in accordance with the requirements of the designer. So many methods are proposed to improve the efficiency and accuracy of patent retrieval. Moehrle [3] added the semantic keywords in patent retrieval and introduced a semi-automatic iterative method to improve the accuracy. Toucedo and Losada [4] proposed the inverse document frequency (IDF) to extract the retrieval terms from the patent text to obtain good results. Because of the one-sidedness of the keywords extracted from the patent text, the results are not comprehensive enough. Therefore, Joan Codina [5] proposed a retrieval method based on metadata, keywords, and semantics. Lopez and Romary [6] used multiple retrieval models to get various results and then combined the results by support vector machine regression models. The accuracy of retrieval results can be improved through a combined method, but the complexity is increased and it is not simple and quick enough to get the patents required.
A target patent in hand about a relevant product is used to get some patents in accordance with the design requirements. It is important to make full use of the information in the target patent to search for relevant patents. In this paper, a retrieval method based on similarity calculation of a single patent is proposed. The preliminary patents are acquired by the relevant keywords retrieval and retrieved again using the target patent. Then the most similar patents to the target are acquired by the similarity calculation for reference.
RETRIEVAL METHOD
The patent retrieval method is essentially the similarity comparison between the target and the preliminary patents. And the processing of the text in patent is simplified as vector operations [7] and the similarity between the documents is measured by calculating the included angle between the vectors. The core idea is described next.
Extract a certain number of keywords k t from the target patent to represent the whole patent, the keywords set q T can be indicated as:
where n is the number of the keywords extracted. The target patent retrieval vector q is constituted by the keywords weight and indicated as:
315 where q k w , is the weight of the corresponding keyword k t in the target patent.
Similarly, the preliminary patent text j d can be vectorized as:
where j k w , is the weight of the corresponding keyword k t in the preliminary patent.
In the vector space model, after standardizing the weight to the same unit sphere, calculate the cosine of the included angle between the vectors j d and q to evaluate similarity value between the preliminary patents and the target patent. Take the three-dimensional space as an example, as shown in Figure 1 . The bigger the cosine is, the smaller the angle is, and the more similar the two patents are. And the target patent retrieval vector q and the preliminary patents vector j d can be standardized as: , the similarity value is 0. Therefore, the formula of similarity calculation is:
The main steps of the patent retrieval method based on similarity calculation of a single patent are shown in Figure 2 . The text processing of the preliminary patents is similar to the target patent and mainly includes:
(1) Select texts in patent. Due to the large length of patent, it would increase the computation and time consuming in keywords extraction of the whole text and too many keywords may also bring interference to the vector space and affect the accuracy in computation. Therefore, several parts in patent should be selected to represent the technical information. Chi Xue [8] found that selecting title, abstract and technical field as the patent innovation parts has the best classification results by the patent parts selection tests and analysis. Actually patent retrieval is similar to classification. So title, abstract and technical field are selected as the representative parts of the patent.
(2) Preprocess patent text. The preprocessing includes the word segmentation processing, English words stemming and the removal of stop words, etc.
The word segmentation processing uses the spaces and the punctuation marks between the English words to extract words. However, the patent text has some combined words that are composed of two or more than two free morphemes but express a single semantic concept, such as self-locking and co-operation. But after the word segmentation processing, it is easy to be wrongly divided into multiple words and lost its original meaning. For example, "self-locking" may be divided into "self" and "lock" two words that have nothing to do with their original meaning. Figure2. The flow chart of patent retrieval.
The inaccurate word meanings directly lead to the inaccuracy of the subsequent similarity calculation. Therefore, for the combined word extraction, it can be regarded as a word by recognizing the "-" symbol. So "self-locking" can be extracted directly by identifying a "-".
The removal of the stop words is to delete the words that only play a role in the grammar and have no specific meanings. Common stop words in English, such as "the", "over", "that" and "under", can be obtained from the Onix Text Retrieval Toolkit. But due to the particularity of patent text, there are some common words that are not stop words, but have no effect to patent retrieval method, such as "comprise", "invent" and "device" etc. So it is necessary to amend the stop words list by adding some special vocabulary to reduce the interference and improve the efficiency.
(3) Filter keywords. If the keywords extracted from the representative parts of the patent were used to construct the vector space, the calculation of the similarity would be very large. At the same time, too many keywords will weaken the mutual discrimination, but too few keywords cannot represent patent text. Therefore, in this paper, the keywords are selected by setting a threshold value of the keywords frequency.
(4) Calculate the keyword weight. The commonly used words weight calculation methods are Boolean weighting, the terms frequency weighting (TF), inverse document frequency (IDF) weighting and TF-IDF weighting [9] . The retrieval method based on a single patent, different from the patent classification, doesn't need to consider the relationships among the patents, so the document frequency (DF) can be ignored and the terms frequency (TF) are chosen as the keyword weight.
The terms frequency of the keywords extracted from the patent can be indicated as:
where k tf is the term frequency of the keyword k t in the patent.
Therefore, the keyword weight can be calculated as:
For the keyword location, there are people making sample statistics indicating that the coincidence rate between title and text is 98% [10] , which shows that the words have different roles in different locations. The frequency of some words is not high, but they can reflect the characteristics of the text. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish the words that appear in different locations.
The patent is also the case. Although the title, abstract and technical fields are selected as the innovation parts of patent, if all the weight is calculated in the same way, the keywords in the different locations cannot be highlighted. So the keywords located in the title, abstract or technical field have different degrees of importance to the text. To solve the above problem, this paper introduces the position weight coefficient. And the weight is improved as:
where I is the position weight coefficient. Because the designers need to obtain the most similar patents about the related products, the technical field of the product is the content that the designers are most concerned about. So the position weight of the technical field can be set to 0.5. The core structure and work principle of the product described in the abstract are in accordance with the designer's objectives, so the position weight of the abstract is set to 0.3. The title does not highlight the specific content that the designers care about and just contains the words about the relevant product, so set its position weight to 0.2.
(5) Calculate the similarity. After adding the position weight, standardize the improved weight by the formula (4), (5) and then calculate the improved similarity through the formula (8) .
TEST AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the validity of method, take the drill chucks design as an example. The designers need to use the American patent 6991239 (Locking Drill Chuck) to design the locking drill chuck by reverse engineering. It needs to obtain relevant patents by retrieval and understand their implementation principles and structures.
Therefore, select the "chuck drill" and "lock" as the keywords from the target patent 6991239, retrieve for the similar patents in the United States Patent and Trademark Office (http://patft.uspto.gov/) for the pre-retrieval and get 600 relevant patents. Then set very similar (similarity above 0.80), similar (similarity from 0.50 to 0.80), generally similar (similarity from 0.20 to 0.50) and not similar (similarity below 20%) 4 grades by the artificial pre-evaluation. Choose 20 very similar patents, 30 similar patents and 30 generally similar patents from the 600 patents, at the same time, add another 20 patents about "self-lock" in other fields as interference items. Take all these total 100 patents as a test sample. Finally, we use the method proposed in this paper to calculate the similarity between the patent 6991239 and 100 patents to evaluate the effect of the combined word extraction and the addition of keyword position weight. We set up three tests, as shown in TABLEI, where CT represents the extraction of the combined words, PW indicates the keyword position weight. Test 1and 2 can be compared to verify the effect of the combined words extraction while test 2and 3 are compared to evaluate the effect of the position weight.
The test results are assessed by recall, precision and F-index [11] . Specific calculation formulas are shown as:
where R is recall, P means precision and macro F is F-index, a is the number of patents that are within the similarity range by artificial pre-evaluation and retrieval system, b is the number of patents that are within the similarity range by artificial 320 pre-evaluation but out of the similarity range in retrieval system and c is the number of patents that are within the similarity range in retrieval system but out of the similarity range by artificial pre-evaluation, (1) The addition of the keyword position weight (PW) increases the value of the similarity, so that the patents can be distinguished from each other and closer to the range of artificial pre-evaluation while the combined word (CT) extraction can distinguish the interference items, such as the interference patents 6945829, 7762570, 6099098, 6659429, 6659429, 8777269, 8907804, 8905694, 8378241 and 8220116, which improves the accuracy of the similarity calculation.
(2) The addition of the combined words (CT) extraction and keywords position weight (PW) greatly improves the macro average value of the recall and precision and the F-Measure. Therefore, this retrieval method can significantly improve the retrieval results, which is beneficial to increase the efficiency of the patent text filtering. And then calculate the similarity of the 600 preliminary patents using the method of test 1. The similarity above 0.80 has 45 patents, 172 patents' similarity is from 0.50 to 0.80 and 383 patents' similarity is below 0.20. Therefore, the proposed method can help the designers to further filter the results of the keywords retrieval, so that the retrieval efficiency can be improved significantly.
CONCLUSION
(1)The patent is an important knowledge source for the product design and the patent retrieval method using a target patent about the product can effectively help designers to improve the efficiency in reverse engineering or infringement avoiding design.
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